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Dental treatment for patients
with neuropathic orofacial pain

A

CLINICAL PROBLEM

56-year-old woman visited a dental
office with acute dental pain in the left
mandibular molar area. She had not
received routine dental care during
the past several years. Approximately three
years previously, she experienced multiple daily
episodes of spontaneous pain, induced pain or
both on the left side of her face following the
distribution of the left mandibular nerve (V3
branch). This pain was intermittent, severe,
sharp, electriclike and lancinating, with bursts
of short duration (that is, lasting seconds to
one minute). The patient reported avoiding any
form of stimulation to this area as this could
trigger these excruciating episodes. The dentist (G.D.K.) obtained a comprehensive history
and performed an examination with the aid of
appropriate imaging to rule out central nervous
system pathology. He established a diagnosis of
trigeminal neuralgia (TN) related to the left V3
branch, for which the patient was treated with
nerve membrane–stabilizing anticonvulsants.
To date, the medication controls the TN and the
patient experiences only two to three brief, but
painful, episodes (spontaneous, induced or both)
on a weekly basis.
The patient’s medical history included mild
hypertension, hypothyroidism and intermittent
low back pain for which she was being treated
adequately by her physician. The clinical examination revealed no problems with her intraoral
soft tissues. The left mandibular permanent
first molar (tooth no. 19) had a large defective
restoration that responded equivocally to vitality testing and thermal challenge (cold), with
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no percussion sensitivity and no evidence of radicular pathology. The dentist determined that
placement of a full metal crown would be the
treatment of choice for the restoration of tooth
no. 19.
The dentist now faces a dilemma related to
provision of necessary dental care in a region of
current neuropathic orofacial pain (NOP). The
intervention to be provided poses the potential
risk of reactivating the initial pain or of exacerbating the patient’s ongoing condition. The
dentist will need to modify dental procedures
to minimize potential adverse consequences in
these unusual circumstances.
EXPLANATION

The International Association for the Study of
Pain defined neuropathic pain as “pain caused
by a lesion or disease of the somatosensory
nervous system.”1 However, when a patient
experiences neuropathic pain, he or she may
have no demonstrable lesion or disease. This
discrepancy between the definition and clinical
manifestation may be explained by the work of
Costigan and colleagues,2 who referred to this
as “dysfunctional pain.” Dysfunctional pain is
considered to represent a malfunction (which
can be considered a disease unto itself) of the
somatosensory nervous system, involving both
spontaneous and stimulus-dependent pain
(evoked by both low- and high-intensity stimuli)
but without known structural nervous system
lesions or active peripheral inflammation (for
discussions pertaining to NOP, see Pain Update
articles about neuroplasticity3 and atypical
odontalgia4).
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CLINICAL

Clinical Implications

Patients experiencing NOP inevitably will require dental treatment on an acute basis or for
the routine maintenance of oral health. However, owing to the fear of reigniting the original
pain or amplifying their current pain, they
may avoid these procedures. Unfortunately,
this avoidance may lead to progressive dental
disease, with the additional consequence of
barrages of nociceptive input into an existing
dysfunctional nervous system. Effective oral
health maintenance may reduce the need for
invasive dental treatments, with the added
benefit of reducing the patient’s risk of developing complications associated with NOP. When
invasive procedures are required, it is of utmost
importance for the dental team to recognize and
understand these issues and to select the least
invasive approaches to treatment.6,7 Although
the case described here is of a patient with TN
(episodic NOP), the treatment approaches discussed below are equally applicable to NOP that
is continuous.
Patient scheduling. The goal of every practitioner should be to provide maximum comfort
during and after the procedure. The intensity
of NOP has a tendency to fluctuate throughout
the day; therefore, dental appointments may
best be planned during periods of lowest pain
intensity or during periods of remission (as is
possible with TN). Clinicians should perform
dental procedures when medication used in the
treatment of these conditions is at its peak level
of effectiveness, which requires a thorough understanding of the characteristics of the medication or medications being used to manage the
patient’s pain.
Local anesthetic and preemptive analgesia. The administration of local anesthetic and
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use of needles, although performed on a daily
basis and rarely associated with complications,
may be a cause of pain exacerbation in patients
with NOP.8,9 Furthermore, possible neurotoxicity associated with the local anesthetic may
have an effect on the patient.8,10-12 Other factors
to be considered with regard to the choice of local anesthetic are related to its concentration
and duration of exposure to peripheral neural
tissue.13 To minimize the risk of the patient’s
experiencing an increase in pain, the clinician
should administer the local anesthetic carefully,
avoiding undue tissue trauma and using agents
that have minimal neurotoxic and ischemic
potential, with minimal concentrations and exposure times. He or she also should consider administering booster doses of an antineuropathic
medication or medications before invasive
procedures.14 In addition, the clinician should
administer a long-acting anesthetic at the end
of the procedure to delay postoperative discomfort.15,16 When procedures are performed under
general anesthesia, the addition of a local anesthetic will reduce peripheral and central sensitization.14,17,18 Behavioral medicine approaches,
such as hypnosis, relaxation techniques or both,
may support pain control or pain suppression.19
Preventive and hygiene procedures.
To minimize stimulation, which can lead to
an increase in the patient’s NOP, as well as to
prevent the patient from avoiding normal daily
dental hygiene, the dental team can modify
dental procedures and techniques for plaque
control. Atraumatic oral hygiene may be facilitated by using an ultrasoft toothbrush or a soft
foam brush soaked in chlorhexidine.20 Interdental cleaning may be facilitated by use of an
assortment of devices, such as floss of various
textures, dental tape and interdental cleaners.
Clinicians should consider the use of antiseptic
or antiplaque alcohol-free mouthrinses, recalcifying and remineralizing agents, and fluoride
supplementation (in high-risk patients) delivered in soft custom trays. They should perform
scaling and prophylaxis with care and may need
to administer local anesthetic to the areas that
will be treated to decrease nociception.
Least invasive approach. Practitioners
should consider the least invasive approach to
treatment. As discussed earlier, prevention is
the first choice. The following are examples of
approaches that may pose a lower risk to the
patient with regard to aggravation of pain:
d crown amputation and retention of roots
rather than extraction;
d site selection for implants outside of the immediate zone of NOP;
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For clinical utility, NOP may be categorized
as continuous or episodic. The patient in this
case originally had episodic NOP (that is, intermittent periods of pain) that consisted of classical signs and symptoms consistent with TN.5
The category of NOP that is continuous is characterized by constant, ongoing and unremitting
pain, with fluctuating intensities of pain. Often,
TN is associated with a perioral trigger zone, an
intraoral trigger zone or both, whereby nontraumatic stimuli such as a light touch provoke severe paroxysmal pain.5 Because of this, patients
with current or controlled TN may be reluctant
to participate in any activity or undergo any
dental procedure (preventive or restorative) that
involves manipulation to these hypersensitive
areas.
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d use of a removable prosthesis rather than a
fixed prosthetic device, which also can serve as
a vehicle for application of transmucosal
medications.
CONCLUSIONs
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